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SUMMARY
All temporary works design projects have unique challenges and constraints to test a design
team, but there are also many commonalities which can be learned from to inform the future.
This paper explores some key lessons learnt from the New Brighton Pier earthquake repair
project, an $8 million reinstatement project in an extreme environment.

INTRODUCTION
The Canterbury Earthquake Sequence (2010-2011) caused significant damage to the iconic
New Brighton Pier (see Figures 1-3). Plastic hinging of the columns at seabed level left the
structure with low residual strength and very susceptible to long-term corrosion issues in
locations as deep as six metres below water level. A creative repair approach which included
large steel cofferdams to offer a protected, dry environment for permanent steel jackets to be
installed within was developed, the first time that cofferdams of this scale have been used
within the breaking wave zone anywhere in the world. With little-or-no engineering precedent
to follow, the design team had the freedom to innovate and produce a bespoke temporary
works solution to suit the challenging site, complex task, and skilled capabilities of the crew.

Figure 1. The New Brighton Pier in the east of Christchurch, New Zealand.

This paper explores the approaches and techniques employed to successfully rehabilitate the
New Brighton Pier for the enjoyment of generations to come. Environmental controls, digital
modelling-derived methodologies and health & safety considerations are key discussion items.

Figures 2 & 3. Typical plastic hinging of the piles below sea-level
following the Canterbury Earthquake Sequence.
REPAIRING DAMAGE BELOW SEA LEVEL
Whilst there was a degree of superficial damage above the waterline, the vast majority of the
structural damage was located at or below the level of the sand and in up to six metres of
water. The limited access to this zone, combined with the breaking waves and strong coastal
winds meant that a method for lowering personnel and equipment below the soffit was
required. A scheme of underslung gantry rails and access scaffolding was constructed at each
of the 17 damaged piles. One such configuration for the outer three piles is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. An example of the temporary underslung gantry cranes installed for the works.

These rails housed a series of wheeled trolleys, chain blocks and lifting beams for lifting and
support operations throughout the works.
To enable a sheltered and dry working environment for the permanent works installation, 24
ribbed steel half-caissons were fabricated along with other associated elements (see Figure
5). These were lowered over the side of the pier deck and attached to the gantry rails before
being wheeled towards a pile and bolted to a mirrored half-caisson. The assembly was lowered
with the installation of each pair until the desired length of cofferdam was realised. Figure 7
shows some of the steps in this process.

Figure 5. The cofferdam-caisson assembly with key parts labelled.
Water was pumped through an annulus of jets around the base of the assembly as it was
lowered in order to fluidise the sands below and allow solid embedment without the need for
jacking. Following this, internal water levels were altered to create a head differential high
enough to self-excavate the base of the workspace and remove the need for human access
into the base of the cofferdam. The permanent works were then able to proceed using a
combination of rope-work and submerged concrete pours (tremies). The following pages of

this paper seek to draw out transferrable learnings for practitioners to consider utilising on
future projects.
BIM AS A COMMUNICATION TOOL
One of the key success stories in this project was the use of Building Information Modelling
(BIM) from the very start of the discussions around temporary works methodology. Figures 6
and 7 show examples of the visualisations which were achieving using the Revit software
package.

Figure 6. A typical Revit render used in methodology and staging discussions.
Through the use of visualisations such as these, key stages of the methodology were mapped
out to identify potential vehicle movement clashes and whether the reach of plant was sufficient
to achieve the tasks at hand. The interactions between the elements in the scopes of different
subconsultants was also able to be checked against the modelled knowledge of the existing
structure to ensure that clashes were identified in advance of being on site.
During the project team discussions, these renders were invaluable in identifying key health
and safety issues which could be designed out of the project. An example was the adaptation
to a pocketed bolted flange connection between the caisson lifts to remove the requirement
for the site team to bolt the lifts together from within the caisson annulus. On reflection, the
project team felt that this approach was a key contributor to the zero-harm record across the
18-month construction period for this project.
The visualisations also enabled the ultimate Client for the works (Christchurch City Council) to
gain an appreciation of the impact of the works on public access to the pier and other
surrounding facilities such as the public library. Subsequently, public access corridors were
able to be marked out and hoarded on the pier deck in conjunction with a substantial public
communication effort to minimise the disruption to the surrounding community.

Figure 7. One of the methodology phasing diagrams produced in Revit.
THINKING OF THE BIG PICTURE
The visualisation discussions also led to an awareness of the issues to be resolved in the
bigger picture surrounding the installation of the permanent works. While the works themselves
were centred around each of the main piles of the structure, heavy equipment was required to
enable the works and it soon became clear that the access ramp for the structure had been
designed to a far lower level of strength than the main pier deck. Unfortunately, the ramp was
built integrally as a part of the adjacent public library and so installing temporary propping to
improve its capacity was not an option. This problem required the development of a temporary
crane pad on the beach for plant deliveries and to enable pumping of concrete deliveries from
a mixer into a mini-mixer on the pier deck (refer figure 8).

Figure 8. When access ramps have inadequate capacity, other means are necessary.

TECHNICAL OBSCURITIES
Each temporary works project has its own peculiarities, and it is important for a number of
diverse minds to think outside the box in an attempt to identify the ones which need to be
addressed. On this project, one of the main ones was the effect of buoyancy from a dewatered
caisson acting on the surrounding pier structure. Buoyancy effects were a likely ramification of
the modification of the permeability of the sand plug in the bottom of the caisson combined
with the water head variation between the inside of the caisson and the surrounding ocean.
Buoyancy struts as shown in figure 9 were designed to resist this effect and to strut the load
into the capital of each pile. However, a thorough assessment of the effects of this load was
also needed determine whether net tension was caused within the pile. Any net tension would
have the potential to cause further damage to the pile and would be counterproductive. As a
result of these checks, limits were put in place on allowable water level variations to safeguard
the asset during the works.

Figure 9. Buoyancy control struts installed above the caisson-cofferdam assembly.
IMPORTANCE OF STRUCTURED, CONSISTENT SITE COMMUNICATION
As with any long-term construction project, temporary works projects such as this one can be
affected by staffing changes and a lack of continuity in the site team throughout the duration
of the project. Conversations which are had and instructions/warnings which are given can be
lost as people move on and these are not noted down at the time. One such challenge is shown
in figure 10 where assumptions were made around someone knowing a key shut-down
process, and these assumptions proved incorrect. Following this failure, any key processes or

risks not already noted clearly on the drawings were noted down and repeated to the site team
on a regular basis.

Figure 10. A dislodged caisson during the aftermath of ex-tropical cyclone Gita.
CONSIDERATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS
This site offered many environmental challenges (an example is shown in figure 11) and these
are often key considerations in temporary works projects.

Figure 11. Ex-tropical cyclone Gita dislodging a bay of temporary scaffolding.

The effect of the breaking wave zone was dealt with through consultation with NIWA and other
experts and then designing solutions to deal with their predictions. These considerations were
particularly important as the presence of the caissons drastically increased the profile of the
pile and hence the load that it attracted from each passing wave. However, during the
construction period an event outside of their predictions – ex-tropical cyclone Gita – occurred
causing damage to some of the scaffolding (as expected and accepted by the design team).
In order to safeguard the asset in the event of overload, some redundancy had been built into
the restraint system for the caissons to avoid these coming free and pounding against the
structure. This approach struck a balance between accepting damage in overload where it was
of little consequence (the scaffolding) and protecting against it where it was unacceptable (the
caissons).
CONCLUSION
This paper has explored some of the approaches and techniques used to successfully
rehabilitate the New Brighton Pier following damage incurred during the Canterbury
Earthquake Sequence. The project provided many great challenges and subsequent
opportunities for the wider project team such as the implementation of BIM as a communication
tool to aid in clash avoidance, seeing the bigger picture, and to mitigate many risks in this
extreme environment. The 18-month construction period ended on-time and under budget,
completing the reinstatement of a very important community asset.

